The CECH Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion Board is focusing on GIVING in 2021. We would like to challenge you to find a way to give of yourself by advancing DEI in some way. Maybe it will be your time, possibly your talent or expertise, or perhaps a financial contribution will be for you.

Bearcat Buddies
UC Best Buddies
You See Starfish
College Mentors For Kids
Bearcats Food Recovery Network
UC Hunger Awareness
Health for the Homeless
CECH Giving Opportunities
More CECH Mentor & Volunteer Opportunities

The law of GIVING is very simple:

If you want joy, give joy,

If you want love, give love

If you wish for material affluence, help others become more prosperous

~Deepak Chopra~

GIVING at UC

We Encourage You to Start 2021 off by Giving!
Click on the Padlet link below to share how you will support DEI through giving.

2021 GIVING RESOLUTION PADLET